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We are being dragged kicking and screaming into the era of social media1. See our new
FACEBOOK page - Bonny Hills Progress Association Inc. The idea is to provide a wider,
interactive forum than is possible on our website. Go on and give us a “LIKE” as the jargon goes.
Rainbow Beach Reserve drainage
You may have noticed there has been a realignment of where storm water run-off is directed with a
large underground soakage pipe laid adjacent to the toilet block. It is hoped damage to the beach
front will be greatly reduced. Time will tell. Increased vegetation along the dune should help.
Playground Upgrade.
This has become a very busy spot with youngsters loving
the sandpit and the slippery dips. Shade and more
seating will follow. The official opening will have been
held (on 1 July) by the time this makes your letter boxes –
trust you were there for the free sausage sizzle.
Many thanks go to all those generous volunteers in our
community who gave their time and effort, to work with
the council on improving this place.

Bartlett’s Reserve
We erred in saying that the new picnic facilities had been installed in our last Newsletter – they are in
“the pipeline” for installation.
Membership
WHY we think membership needs to be at least 10% of Bonny Hills households - with a good spread
across our demographic, including businesses - is to be persuasive about our level of support when
we talk to Council, Government and funding bodies. We are competing with all other communities
and interest groups in our LGA and beyond for funds and attention.
Monthly committee meetings of BHPA are open to all residents and minutes and important notices are emailed to all on
our database. If you are not on email, minutes are on display at the BH Post Office. Annual membership is only $10 per
household and can be paid at any meeting or c/- the Bonny Hills PO.
Contact us: PO Box 44 Bonny Hills, 2445, email: bhpa@bonnyhills.org.au, or visit our web site
www.bonnyhills.org.au or phone:
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Courtesy of Lee Dixon dxnsolutions.

